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Introduction  

On July 25, 2017, AG Sessions announced new conditions for Byrne Justice Assistance Grants applicants: 

 Certification of compliance with 8 USC 1373 (had been previously announced) 

 Must allow ICE access to jails and detention facilities 

 Must provide 48 hours notice before a scheduled release 

 

These conditions will apply to the next grant cycle, for which applications are due September 5, 2017 for local 

applicants, and August 25, 2017 for state applicants. 

 

According to the Byrne JAG FY2017 Solicitation, the three new conditions arise later in the application cycle: in order to 

receive funds, a jurisdiction must complete the certification of compliance with 8 USC 1373, while the other two 

requirements will be explicit conditions in the grant agreement. 

IS IT LEGAL TO ADD THESE REQUIREMENTS? 

These new conditions likely violate the constitution and federal law.  Much like the federal court in Santa Clara v. Trump, 

the lawsuit over the executive order to ‘defund sanctuari cities,’ the federal courts are likely to find that adding new grant 

conditions without statutory authority violates the Spending Clause and exceeds the power of the executive branch.   

Lawsuits Filed to Challenge the New Conditions 

Three lawsuits have already been filed to prevent DOJ from conditioning funds on helping with immigration enforcement: 

 

On August 7, the city of Chicago filed a lawsuit to enjoin DOJ from adding these conditions to the Byrne JAG program.  On 

August 10, Chicago moved for a preliminary injunction to prevent the DOJ from imposing these conditions while the legal 

challenge proceeds.   

 

On August 11, the city and county of San Francisco filed a similar lawsuit in California, also seeking an injunction against 

the new conditions.   

 

On August 14, the State of California filed a lawsuit demanding that the courts declare the new conditions illegal, enjoin 

DOJ from conditioning any JAG funds on ICE access or notification of release, and clarify that California state laws, the 

Trust Act and the Truth Act, do not violate these conditions. 

 

These lawsuits raise separate claims, but they generally assert that: 

 The conditions are inconsistent with the statutory authority for the Byrne JAG program 

o Not only is there no statutory authority for these conditions, Congress considered and voted against 

them 

 The new conditions exceed the Executive’s power in the Spending Clause of the Constitution 

o The President/Executive Branch does not have authority to impose new conditions on funds allocated 

by Congress; that is Congress’s Spending Power 

 The new conditions violate the Fourth Amendment  

o Requiring localities to provide 48 hours notice of release would require continuing to detain people 

beyond their time of release in order to meet the 48 hours 
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HOW MUCH MONEY IS AT STAKE? 

Different jurisdictions receive widely varying amounts of money; generally larger and more populous cities and counties 

commonly receive in the range of of $100,000 - $300,000, while most cities receive on the order of $10,000 - 

$50,000.  States receive the majority of Byrne JAG funds, and pass substantial amounts of that on to local agencies.  

States typically receive millions of dollars in Byrne grants. 

WHAT DO BYRNE GRANTS FUND? 

 Byrne grants fund a variety of law enforcement programs, from body armor to drug enforcement to border 

security efforts.  FY2017 “areas of emphasis” include: reducing gun violence, FBI’s national incident based 

reporting system, officer safety and wellness, border security, and collaborative prosecutions between police 

and prosecutors.   

 

 Nothing in the Byrne JAG program mentions or prioritizes immigration enforcement. 

 

 The Byrne JAG program has been widely criticized for funding discriminatory drug war policies and incentivizing 

aggressive enforcement measures without tracking actual improvements in public safety, health, or crime 

reduction. 

WHAT SHOULD LOCALITIES DO IN RESPONSE? 

Speak up! 

 This is an undemocratic attempt to strong-arm localities into implementing the Trump administration’s 

xenophobic agenda against their will. 

 Localities that restrict access to jail facilities or limit information sharing are doing so because of a strong 

governmental interest in the safety and wellbeing of the communities they were elected to protect, using the 

powers delegated to them by the constitution.  

 These conditions are unconstitutional because they exceed the Congressional authority for this grant program, 

which has no such conditions, and they may violate the Fourth Amendment as well. 

 The DOJ and the Trump Administration don’t care that these conditions are unconstitutional; they are just 

trying to scare local agencies into doing whatever they demand on immigration enforcement. 

 Even conservatives in Congress likely do not want the President to have this much power over federal funds, 

because a potential future democratic administration will then be able to coerce states and localities in the 

other direction. 

Evaluating Whether to Apply 

 Option 1: Talk to your mayor or other elected officials about not applying for the Byrne JAG program.  Look into 

local reforms and programs to scale back mass incarceration rather than seeking federal funds to increase 

police and law enforcement budgets. 

 Option 2: Urge your city or county file to a lawsuit against these unconstitutional conditions. 

 Option 3: Wait to see if a court enjoins these conditions before you decide. 

 Option 4: Let your local agencies apply on September 5 with a plan to follow up on any future decision of 

whether to accept the funds and comply with the conditions at the time of acceptance.  If the court doesn’t 

issue an injunction before September 5, they may still do so after that date. 
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Report: Police Departments Statewide Withhold 

Critical Information from the Public 

  

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

  

September 18, 2017 – The New York Civil Liberties Union released a report today that details how far 

New York police departments go to keep information from the public on the use of force, stops and 

detentions, complaints about misconduct, racial profiling and the use of surveillance equipment. 

  

The findings in Taking Cover are the result of Freedom of Information Law (FOIL) requests the NYCLU 

sent to 23 representative police departments. For over two years, departments ignored legal deadlines, 

excessively redacted documents, maintained inadequate staff to facilitate disclosure and had deficient 

recordkeeping practices. Of departments contacted, 20 did not respond within the time required. The 

NYCLU filed administrative appeals in 22 requests, as well as lawsuits with the Buffalo and Ramapo 

police.  

  

“Police are supposed to serve and answer to the people of New York, yet departments across the state are 

being run like secret clubs,” said NYCLU Executive Director Donna Lieberman. “No department should 

be a black box. Police must open their books to the People to ensure the kind of oversight and 

accountability that builds trust with the community.” 

  

Taking Cover notes that many departments were openly hostile to information requests. The Binghamton 

Police Department’s FOIL officer said he “didn’t care” about legal deadlines and refused to comply. It 

http://www.nyclu.org/
tel:(212)%20607-3372


took 19 months and the arrival of a new city lawyer to resolve the NYCLU request. Other departments 

responded by sending pages of documents redacted well beyond what is legally permissible. When the 

NYCLU asked the Newburgh Police Department for its policies, it sent back blacked-out pages that had 

nothing to do with the request.  

  

Departments also lacked resources and policies for handling FOIL requests, had staff that were not 

trained, kept inadequate records and held records that were not in searchable forms. For example, seven 

departments did not track the race of people stopped by police and another three kept incomplete records. 

Such conditions did not merely plague small departments. Hempstead police have no system for finding 

records and do not keep copies of policies in a single place. With nearly 120 sworn police officers and 50 

civilian personnel, Hempstead has only one officer to respond to FOIL requests who also handles payroll, 

new recruits and coordinating the academy. 

  

“For more than two years, police departments across New York delayed and dodged providing 

information that all New Yorkers have a right to,” said NYCLU Advocacy Director Johanna Miller. “Our 

requests weren’t about paperwork, they were about how police work. Our state and local officials need to 

make sure police departments have both the will and the way to answer to New Yorkers.” 

  

Taking Cover calls on municipalities to do their part to ensure police comply with FOIL requests and 

provide answers to New Yorkers. The report also calls on state lawmakers to pass the Police Statistics and 

Transparency (STAT) Act, which requires uniform data collection and reporting on low-level law 

enforcement as well as deaths in custody. Finally, it urges the repeal of civil rights law 50-a, a narrow 

state provision limiting public disclosure of personnel records, but which has been misused to shield 

disclosure of officer misconduct.  

  

Taking Cover is the introductory publication of the NYCLU’s Police Report Card Series, which will 

index and publish records received from police departments throughout the state and offer analyses.  

  

For more information and to read Taking Cover, visit: www.nyclu.org/policereportcard  
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